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Introduction
Credit risk statistics in CreditManager are produced by a simulation-based model. Changes in these
statistics between two dates are driven by various factors such as portfolio composition changes, the
passage of time and changes in market data such as yields, credit spreads, correlation market factors
and transition matrices (TM). Understanding and attributing these changes across time is an important
part of the capital allocation process.
This paper highlights CreditManager’s Attribution Module that is designed to systematically address
changes in simulated statistics such as VaR and Expected Shortfall (hereafter called capital), as well as
non-simulated statistics such as current value and mean horizon value, across two points in time. The
top level change in the statistics is broken down via a cumulative, sequential changing of the individual
factors (Figure 1). This can be further attributed across portfolio drilldowns defined via tags. In the
following sections, we present a practical overview of the methodology before moving to a case study
showing the module in use. We conclude with examples of the CreditManager work flow.
Figure 1: Schematic of attribution analysis methodology
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Notes: A) Graphic above for illustration only; individual factors such as correlation may not always increase capital. B) If position is set to
mature before risk horizon (typically 1yr), after moving to final attribution analysis date, ‘Aging’ can factor in Book Value also.
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Methodology – Step by step
Within CreditManager, Credit Value at Risk (CVaR) can be defined as a percentile of a profit and loss
(PnL) distribution, produced from many simulation trials. Each PnL is defined as the difference between
a value for the exposure, due to a simulated rating at the risk horizon (horizon value), and the current
value. In book value mode, this PnL is driven primarily by default. In market value mode, PnL is further
driven by rating migrations, since valuation comes into play. Both modes are referenced in Figure 1.
CreditManager’s Attribution Module runs sequential simulations to isolate changes in Capital across
time (initial and final) to factors. Apart from Capital, this module can also be used for a variety of other
statistics, such as current value or mean horizon value. The general steps are explained below:
Step 1 – ‘Starting’: Credit risk simulation using all ‘initial’ market data and correlation settings.
Step 2 – ‘Aging’: Step 1 parameters remain unchanged except for instrument pricing date (from Report
Settings), which is moved to ‘final’ date; the simulation is then re-run. ‘Aging’ is attributed to the
difference in Step 2 and Step 1 capital figures.
Step 3 – ‘Yields’: Step 2 parameters remain unchanged except for government and swap curve levels,
which are moved to values corresponding to the ‘final’ date; the simulation is then re-run. ‘Yields’ is
attributed to the difference in Step 3 and Step 2 capital figures.
Step 4 – ‘Spreads’: Step 3 parameters remain unchanged except for spread levels, which are moved to
values corresponding to the ‘final’ date; the simulation is then re-run. ‘Spreads’ is attributed to the
difference in Step 4 and Step 3 capital figures.
Step 5 – ‘FX’: Step 4 parameters remain unchanged except for FX levels, which are moved to values
corresponding to the ‘final’ date; the simulation is re-run. ‘FX’ is attributed to the difference in Step 5
and Step 4 capital figures.
Step 6 – ‘Correlation’: Step 5 parameters remain unchanged except for the ‘Market Factor Indices’ date
(from Report Settings), which is moved for ‘final’ date; the simulation is then re-run. ‘Correlation’ is
attributed to the difference in Step 6 and Step 5 capital figures.
Step 7 – ‘Transition Matrices’: Step 6 parameters remain unchanged except for ‘Transition Matrices’.
Here, the transition matrices associated with obligors from the ‘final’ date snapshot are used; the
simulation is then re-run. ‘Transition Matrices’ are attributed to the difference in Step 7 and Step 6
capital figures.
Step 8 – ‘Portfolio Factors’: Step 7 parameters remain unchanged, and the portfolio (obligors and
exposures) corresponding to the ‘initial’ date is exchanged for the portfolio corresponding to the ‘final’
date; the simulation is then re-run. As suggested by Figure 1, these changes can be further decomposed
into changes in assigned credit ratings, obligor R-squared, relative factor weights as well as the portfolio
positions themselves, which are included in the ‘residual portfolio changes’ category.
The steps presented above can be generated when row groups are presented. This is the case in the
example that follows.

Case Study
To help highlight the functionality, we present a case study. For our portfolio, we use a single
government bond portfolio, with our time endpoints being 1 January 2013 and 15 April 2013. The
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composition is entirely investment grade, with roughly a third of notional in each of EUR, GBP and JPY
currencies.
During this period, we exchange roughly EUR1bn of United States government bonds for Italian
government bonds (Table 1). This exchange can be seen in ratings and currency composition. For
example, at 15 April 2013, the BBB allocation has increased to 15% from 9%, while the AAA allocation
has been reduced accordingly. A similar change is seen in the currency composition; EUR allocation has
increased and USD has decreased. We will conduct this study in CreditManager’s ‘market value mode’
and therefore market data changes will also be meaningful in the attribution analysis.
Table 1: Portfolio notional at beginning and end of measurement period

Rating Composition (%)
AAA
AA
A
BBB
Currency Composition (%)
EUR
GBP
JPY
USD
Other

1 January 2013

15 April 2013

26
60
5
9

20
60
5
15

30
5
29
26
10

36
5
29
20
10

Attribution Analysis Report
We begin our case study with an example from the CreditManager VaR Attribution report itself, which
shows an attribution analysis report on VaR contribution (defined hereafter as capital), by Country
(Figure 2). For each of the columns in this report, only one factor is changed, and a ‘new’ simulation is
run. This report output will be referred to throughout this document.
Top level capital during this time period rose from approximately EUR212mm to EUR300mm. In what
follows, we show the results of the attribution report and specifically look at the factor behavior over a
time period, to help understand the drivers for change during the period.
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Figure 2: Example output of attribution analysis report

Aging
As noted previously, we have enabled CreditManager’s market value mode in this study. This option
allows for Hull White valuation to take place, and hence duration is accounted for. The report shows
that aging reduces capital by about EUR7.4mm, and suggests that aging has made the portfolio
marginally less sensitive to other market factor changes, as the age and duration have been reduced. In
other words, when the simulation that corresponds to the incremental aging change is run, the portfolio
PnL is less sensitive to rating migrations due to its lower duration.

Yields
This risk factor group includes government curves across currencies. The output in Figure 2 shows an
attribution of about EUR2.6mm during our measurement period, with a significant portion of that
coming from Japan and the US, which account for about two thirds of notional.
Figure 3: Yield curve levels at beginning and end of measurement period
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Figure 3 shows the movement of USD and JPY curves, as well as the EUR government yield curves which
are used for EUR denominated bonds. For each currency, the dotted line denotes the 1 January level,
while the solid line shows the 15 April level. The movements here are intuitive, for example, the EUR
curve shows essentially no change while we see both USD and especially JPY tightening during the
period. The tightening works to increase the value of the USD and JPY portions of the portfolio, which
acts as a larger base from which capital is accounted for. Accordingly, within the ‘Yield’ factor of
attribution, JPY and USD bonds contribute the majority of the capital change allocation while the EUR
denominated bond contributions are more mixed.

Spreads
Top level capital attributable to spreads decreased by about EUR9mn. While general spread levels
tightened during our measurement period, the spread differences between ratings varied. For example,
Figure 4 shows that during our measurement period, the spread change due to a migration from AAA to
AA at the 6mo tenor decreased nearly 10bps, and the spread change due to migration from AAA to
single-A at the 6mo tenor increased nearly 5bps. PnL due to rating migration in CreditManager is driven
by the differences between spread levels, while attribution is driven by the relative changes of these
differences during the measurement period.
Figure 4: Change in spread between ratings during period (15 Apr minus 1 Jan, bps)
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FX
Foreign exchange movements of EUR-4.1mm were driven largely by JPY exposures, which account for
about a third of the holdings. The significant weakening of the Yen relative to the EUR reporting
currency was the primary driver, with a –EUR7.1mm contribution over the period. A smaller relative
weight to the JPY positions following the FX move is the reason for this reduction. We observe a similar
story for GBP as well.
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Figure 5: Euro currency returns (reporting currency) during measurement period
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Correlation
Our government bond portfolio references various equity index factors, which were chosen to be the
respective country financials index. A one year lookback period for these indices was used for
correlation. For example, the first period looks back a year from 1 January, while the end period looks
back a year from 15 April. The respective charts for factor returns used to derive asset return
correlation are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. Going a step further and running the Obligor Correlation
Diagnostics report in CreditManager, we find that the average pairwise correlation among obligors
remained relatively stable, having moved from about 29% to 31% over our measurement period. This
Attribution Report confirms this stability with only a change of EUR0.3mm over the measurement
period.
Figure 6: One year historical cumulative factor returns, at 1 January 2013
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Figure 7: One year historical cumulative factor returns, at 15 April 2013
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Transition Matrices
In some cases, factors may not change during the measurement period. For example, the same rating
transition matrix might be used at both measurement endpoints. This is the case in our study; the 2012
cohort was used on both periods. Should the analysis period start and end points fall in different years,
where different cohorts of matrices are used, this would be accounted for in the attribution analysis.

Portfolio Changes
Finally, we consider the portfolio changes during our measurement period. In this case, attribution is
driven by changes in assigned credit ratings, obligor R-squared, relative factor weights and the portfolio
positions themselves (residual portfolio changes).
Within our case study, recall that the rating composition changed due to the United States and Italian
government bond exchange, which was the only portfolio change during our measurement period
(Table 1). This can clearly be seen as the single largest driver of VaR contribution during this period at
EUR 104mm; all other components are zero. From a ratings perspective, riskier bonds replaced less risky
bonds. Put another way, we see that the one-for-one exchange of bonds was not reflective by a onefor-one exchange in capital. For example, removing the United States component reduced its VaR
contribution by about EUR9mm while the Italian component increased by about EUR 133mm.

Application in CreditManager
The Attribution Module is optional in CreditManager and is available via an additional tab in the
application. The sub components within this tab are ‘Market Data’, ‘Portfolio’ and ‘Automation’.

Market Data Snapshots
To mark the start and end points of the attribution analysis, corresponding market data snapshots are
defined. The components governed by the market data snapshot are:
Market Data Date: As the name suggests, the date at which market data is snapped for the analysis.
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Market Factor Indices Date: The end date for the correlation market factor indices.
Sampling Interval: The return sampling frequency for correlation market factor indices.
Years of History: The number of years of history to use for correlation market factor indices.
Figure 8: Market data snapshot tab in CreditManager attribution analysis module

Scenarios
When creating market data snapshots, the user may also incorporate scenarios (Figure 9). In addition to
allowing for custom data to be used, Scenarios can integrate stress tests in the overall attribution
analysis.
Figure 9: Portfolio snapshot tab in CreditManager attribution analysis

Portfolio Snapshots
Within CreditManager, creating a portfolio snapshot is quite simple; the user need only specify a date
for the snapshot. However, behind the scenes, a larger process takes place. That is, a copy of all
obligors and exposures, and therefore all portfolios, in the user’s realm is created and stored with the
name of the snapshot. This copy is time stamped, and can be accessed later in the attribution report by
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specifying the portfolio snapshot, and corresponding portfolio. Importantly, this snapshot can be
accessed even if all the obligors and exposures have since been deleted by the user.
Figure 10: Portfolio snapshot tab in CreditManager attribution analysis module

Automation
To help integrate attribution analysis as part of a larger workflow, the Automation tab can be used to
schedule automatic market data and portfolio snapshots to take place. Such functionality is intended to
increase efficiency and also help in historical analysis, where the user may wish to call up various
historical instances of a particular portfolio.
Figure 11: Snapshot automation tab in CreditManager attribution analysis module

Report Creation
Once the above components have been defined, the remaining step is a report definition. This is similar
to creating most other reports in CreditManager, with the addition of referencing the portfolio and
market data snapshot to use.
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Figure 12: Report definition template for CreditManager attribution analysis module

Conclusion
Storage of multiple portfolio instances coupled with the attribution functionality can be valuable for
CreditManager users. The intuitive and rigorous methodology paired with the easy to use interface
provides CreditManager users with a platform to quickly and accurately understand changes in capital,
as part of the credit risk management process.
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